QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  
RFQ 19H08021Q0071

1. The delivery time of the equipment can be more than 60 days?
   - No

2. For Item 1 you are requesting 44 monitors, will 2 monitors be installed for each computer in item 2? Or will the other 22 monitors be used on other computers?
   - 2 monitors will be installed per CPU

3. If so, do you require a stand to place the two monitors?
   - No stand is needed

4. For item 2 do you require the keyboard in English or Spanish?
   - Spanish Keyboard

5. For item 2, to request keyboard in English, do you want the Windows 10 in English too?
   - Windows 10 in Spanish

6. For item 6, for how many years do you require antivirus licensing?
   - 1 year licensing